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Abstract

Interaction with high resolution wall-sized (Powerwall) displays can be a

tedious and difficult task due to large display areas and small target sizes. To

overcome this, we developed techniques that reduce the precision required

to manipulate windows and select data. The manipulation layer speeds up

the common tasks of moving and resizing application windows by overlay-

ing them with large, transparent target areas. The Power-Lens magnifies

target sizes by automatically appearing once the cursor reaches the region of
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interest. Two experiments evaluated these techniques against conventional

desktop-style interfaces. Experiment 1 showed the window manipulation

layer to speed up the tasks of moving and resizing a window by 24% and

27% respectively. Experiment 2 showed the Power-Lens to speed up the se-

lection of 5x5 pixel targets by 18%. Together, our new techniques help to

make interaction more fluid on Powerwall displays.

Keywords: Powerwall, interaction, precision.

1 Introduction

High resolution, wall-sized displays (or Powerwalls) are becoming increasingly

popular due to the vast amount of information they can display for visualization

applications (Jedrysik, Moore, Stedman, & Sweed, 2000; Buxton, Fitzmaurice,

Balakrishnan, & Kurtenbach, 2000; Goodyer, Hodrien, Wood, Kohl, & Brodlie,

2009; Treanor, Owers, Hodrien, Quirke, & Ruddle, 2009). Powerwalls are gen-

erally constructed using arrays of TFT monitors and are designed to be viewed

at arm’s length. Examples include the 54 million pixel Powerwall in our labora-

tory (Figure 1), which was constructed using commodity hardware, and the 245

million pixel Hyperwall-2 at NASA Ames Research Center (NASA, 2008).

Most Powerwall applications are designed so that a given item of data occu-

pies the same number of pixels on the wall as on a standard desktop display, so the

quantity of information that is visible scales with the number of pixels on the wall.

This additional real estate increases both the number of application windows that

can be viewed at anyone time, and the physical distance between them. If the in-
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terface remains unchanged then, as Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954) predicts, the increased

display area substantially slows down interaction.

This paper describes two techniques that address this problem of interaction

speed by reducing the level of precision required for users to interact. The pre-

cision for window manipulation (moving and resizing windows) was lowered by

overlaying windows with a novel manipulation layer that offers large, transparent

target areas. Interaction with window content was improved by the introduction of

the Power-Lens, which is unique in its ability to automatically appear, and remain

stationary, when the user wishes to select a target, thus increasing the target size

without increasing the sensitivity of the cursor.

Both solutions were evaluated against a conventional interface using Fitts’

law-type tasks (Soukoreff & MacKenzie, 2004; Murata, 1999) to check whether

the benefits that our new interaction techniques theoretically provide also occur

in practice. This is important because interaction with high resolution, wall-size

(Powerwall) displays is still an emerging field and: (a) the time required for in-

teraction depends on both Fitts law factors (distance traveled & target size) and

additional factors (e.g., interaction with transparent targets & the appearance of

the Power-Lens mid-travel), (b) we wish to quantify the magnitude of the benefit

provided by our new techniques, and (c) the predicted benefits of new interaction

techniques do not always occur (Gutwin, 2002; Bederson, 2000). The follow-

ing sections describe the background to, and implementation of, the manipulation

layer and Power-Lens. Then experiments that evaluated the techniques are re-

ported.
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2 A Low Precision Approach for Window Manipulation

The increased display area means that users tend to have more windows open si-

multaneously on a Powerwall than a desktop system (Hutchings, Smith, Meyers,

Czerwinski, & Robertson, 2004; Bi & Balakrishnan, 2009) but, with conventional

interfaces on a Powerwall, window management tasks such as moving and resiz-

ing are slow and cumbersome (Robertson et al., 2005). The root cause is that the

move and resize widgets are small in a standard system (see Figure 2(a)). Also,

keyboard-driven alternatives (e.g., holding down the ALT key while pressing the

left mouse button on Linux) are cumbersome and, therefore, rarely used.

Our new manipulation layer speeds up Powerwall interaction by overlaying

a transparent layer on top of the window, to separate content interaction from

window manipulation. When the cursor is inside the window, users can choose to

interact with either the window content or the manipulation layer. A wide variety

of interface devices may be used but, contrary to popular belief, the mouse is very

effective with Powerwalls (Ball, North, & Bowman, 2007).

The manipulation layer is divided into nine regions (see Figure 2(b)). Holding

a button while the cursor is in the center region allows the window to be moved,

and when the cursor is in an outer region, the window can be resized. Since the

manipulation layer is completely transparent and does not alter the appearance

of the window, visual feedback is required to indicate which region the cursor

resides in. Rather than modify the shape of the cursor, which is known to degrade

performance (Phillips, Meehan, & Triggs, 2003), a small arrow appears inside the
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cursor to indicate which region the cursor resides in. The direction of the arrow

lets the user know in which direction they can move the window. No arrow is

present when the cursor is inside the central move area.

The button that is used with the manipulation layer depends on which interface

device is adopted. Some devices have a multitude of buttons, whereas devices

such as mice are limited. We used the middle button of a three button mouse,

because that is the button that traditional interfaces use least. However, in a fully-

functional system, this would require operations such as paste to be performed in

another way (e.g., the keyboard shortcut <ctrl>v).

3 Interacting with Data

Techniques for aiding target acquisition can be generalized into two groups, those

that are target-aware and those that target-independent. Target-aware techniques

use the location of targets to help the user select them. While they have been

known to improve performance (Murata, 1998; Lane, Peres, Sndor, & Napier,

2005), existing applications must be modified to accommodate them. Target-

independent techniques either work at the device level (e.g., altering the mouse-

cursor gain) or at the window-manager level.

At the window-management level, the adoption of a lens is a popular solu-

tion for helping users interact with fine data in applications. While a number of

designs have been proposed, the basic principal is to show a magnified view of

a small amount of data within the context of the main graphical window, which

shows the data as a whole. Lens designs differ according to parameters such as the
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projection, position, when it appears, and transparency (see Table 1). The effect

of these parameters on a lens’ usability is reviewed below, based on reports of pre-

vious research and prototypes we implemented. This is followed by a description

of a new design of lens (the Power-Lens), which was evaluated in Experiment 2

of this paper.

3.1 Parameters of Lens Design

3.1.1 Projection

The projection can be either linear or fisheye (also termed hyperbolic). Fisheye

views (Furnas, 1986) magnify a region of interest by compressing the surrounding

context. This allows the point of focus to be magnified without obstructing any

of the data, but causes the data as a whole to become distorted. The distortion

changes the rate at which data approaches the cursor, making selection of a given

item of data more difficult. Speed-coupled flattening, a technique that reduced

the level of distortion when the cursor traveled at high speed, improved target

selection through the lens (Gutwin, 2002). Results, however, also showed that

participants performed target selection quicker without any lens, indicating that

Fisheye lenses actually hinder interaction. A similar problem was found with the

Fisheye Menu (Bederson, 2000), which was slower than a hierarchical approach

for selecting particular items from linear menus.

The negative aspects of fisheye lenses were confirmed by a prototype we im-

plemented and tested with 5 x 5 pixel data items. Once an item of data was within

the lens, the non-linear projection made it difficult for users to predict how far they
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needed to move the interface device to select the item, so interaction was slower

than without a lens.

3.1.2 Position

Linear (i.e., non-distorted) lenses have the advantage of magnifying the region

of interest without distorting any of the data. As a consequence, some of the

underlying data is obscured, but which data that is depends on where the lens is

positioned.

Implementations such as the Magic Lens (Bier, Stone, Pier, Buxton, & DeRose,

1993), DragMag (Ware & Lewis, 1995) and Idelix lens (Carpendale, Ligh, & Pat-

tison, 2004), permanently display a stationary lens that the user can manually

reposition. These lenses present a problem for precise drag and drop tasks that oc-

cur over large distances, because the lens needs to be manually positioned at both

the pick and release points of the task. By contrast, the Pointing Lens (Ramos,

Cockburn, Balakrishnan, & Beaudouin-Lafon, 2007) could be (de)activated by

the user and displayed at the last cursor position, which is more appropriate for

the large distances that are involved in Powerwall interaction. However, our proto-

typing showed that the actions needed to manually (de)activate a lens made target

selection slower than selection without a lens.

Cursor-tracking lenses (Bederson, 2000; Forlines, 2005; Pietriga & Appert,

2008) are positioned relative to the cursor. These lenses magnify both the region

of interest and the sensitivity of the cursor (e.g., a 10x magnification would make

the cursor 10x more sensitive), so the lens makes a target easier to see but not
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easier to select. By contrast, the stationary lenses described above magnify the

view but leave the cursor sensitivity unaltered, which reduces the precision needed

to select targets.

Appert developed three types of High-Precision Lens (Appert, Chapuis, &

Pietriga, 2010). The first two, Key and Speed track the cursor, while the third,

Ring, is stationary as long as the cursor remains inside the lens. User experiments

found the Ring Lens to perform the best, supporting the fact stationary lenses

perform better than cursor-tracked lenses, partly because the cursor sensitivity

was unaltered.

Cursor-tracking may either display a lens on top of the cursor, or offset from

it. The latter simultaneously shows a magnified view of the data in the lens and a

normal view of the data, but requires the user to alternate their focus between two

viewpoints. Research has shown that there is no significant difference in perfor-

mance between on top and offset lenses (Darling, Newbern, Kalghatgi, Burgman,

& Recktenwald, 2004), and prototypes we implemented showed that both on top

and offset lenses often made target selection slower than using no lens at all.

3.1.3 When a Lens Appears

Some lenses only appear when manually requested by the user, but most are per-

manently displayed present during interaction. The Pointing Lens (Ramos et al.,

2007), a lens for touch screen interaction, could either appear when the stylus

was pressed hard against the screen (pressure-activated), or could permanently

trail behind the cursor. The pressure-activated lens out-performed the trailing lens
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for target selection. Verbal feedback also supported this, with some participants

saying that the trailing lens sometimes occluded the target.

3.1.4 Transparency

Some lenses obscure any underlying data, whereas others are partially transparent.

Studies have shown that 70% transparency allowed users to interact with both the

lens and the underlying data simultaneously (Cox, Chugh, Gutwin, & Greenberg,

1998). However, transparency of as little as 10% can cause the user to divide their

attention, adversely affecting performance (Harrison, Ishii, Vicente, & Buxton,

1995). Toolglass widgets (Bier et al., 1993) alter the way in which users interact

with the underlying data, depending on the widget they use. Since the widgets are

fully transparent, there is no divide in users’ visual attention.

3.1.5 Magnification

Magnification is dictated by the size of the lens and size of the region of interest.

There are an infinite number of combinations of size, but there appears to be no

definitive answer as to which combination to use. The Pointing Lens (Ramos et al.,

2007) actually lets the user alter the magnification (from 2x to 10x), but previous

research showed that there was no significant difference for magnification levels

of up to 4x (Gutwin & Skopik, 2003).
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3.2 Power-Lens for Data Interaction

The results of previous research and our prototyping (see above) highlighted the

following issues for lens design. Fisheye lenses slow down data selection because

the distortion makes it difficult for users to predict the distance they need to move

an interface device. Lenses need to be fixed if precision is to be reduced (cursor

sensitivity is not magnified), but also near the target region on a display. Manual

activation slows down interaction because of the time cost of pressing a button.

Semi-transparency is beneficial because it helps to show detail of a dataset within

its overall context.

Our solution, the Power-Lens is a linear, semi-transparent lens. What makes

it unique is that it is neither manually activated nor permanent. Instead, the lens

appears automatically as the cursor approaches a target. This novel approach is

based on the observation that users move a pointer fast when traveling towards

a target, then slow down to make the final selection (Worden, Walker, Bahrat, &

Hudson, 1997; Appert et al., 2010; Keuning, Galen, & Houtsma, 2005). When

the speed of the cursor falls below a certain threshold the Power-Lens automati-

cally appears, centered at the cursor’s threshold position and leaving the user free

to interact with the content of the lens (see Figure 3). The lens deactivates au-

tomatically as soon as the cursor passes through one of the lens’s edges. Each

time the lens is activated it is displayed in a fixed position (the cursor’s posi-

tion at activation), which means that the lens combines the reduced precision and

increased interaction speed of fixed position lenses with the mobility of cursor
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tracked lenses.

The Power-Lens is designed to be activated just before the cursor reaches the

data, so that the user’s final, slowing movements of the cursor mean that it comes

to rest on top of the magnified data in the lens. Achieving this involved care-

ful choice of several Power-Lens parameters, which was achieved with empirical

Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954) calculations and some pilot testing. The final Power-lens

design used a 1600 x 1200 window (the area of one panel on the Powerwall) and

6.7x magnification (the lower the magnification the more likely the desired data is

shown within the lens, but the smaller that data is for selection). The Power-Lens

was activated 400ms after the cursor speed dropped below a threshold speed of

1200 pixels/second. This combination of parameters suited most users (the cursor

typically came to a stop on top of the magnified data in the lens). However, in case

the lens appeared prematurely, users could click the right mouse button to toggle

the lens on and off, and hold down the right mouse button to pan the position of

the lens (in a fully-functional system, this functionality could be allocated to that

button automatically when a lens was displayed).

4 Overview of Experiments

The following sections describe experiments that evaluated the manipulation layer

(Experiment 1) and Power-Lens (Experiment 2) for Powerwall interaction, respec-

tively. Different participants were used for each experiment.

Both the manipulation layer and Power-Lens were implemented at the window

manager level and, therefore, could be used with a number of interface devices.
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We have tested the techniques using pinch gloves (http://www.mechdyne.com/)

with a magnetic hand tracker (http://www.ascension-tech.com/). For the experi-

ments, the hardware device used was a standard desktop wireless mouse, since we

were evaluating the software techniques, rather than non-conventional hardware

devices. The mouse is one of the most precise positioning devices available, and

it is known to work well with Powerwall displays (Ball et al., 2007).

5 Experiment 1: Window Manipulation

A within-participants design was used to compare the manipulation layer interface

with a desktop style interface for window move and resize tasks on the Powerwall.

The orders in which participants used the interfaces and performed the tasks with

each interface were counterbalanced.

5.1 Method

5.1.1 Participants

The study was performed using eight participants. All were male and their age

ranged from 19 to 34 years (M = 24.8), with between 8 and 25 years of computer

use (M = 15.1). All participants were right handed. Each was paid £6 (roughly

US$9).
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5.1.2 Materials

The experiment was run on a Powerwall made up of 28 monitors, tiled 7x4, how-

ever, only 16 monitors (arranged 4x4) were used, so that the aspect ratio was the

same as a standard 4:3 desktop monitor (see Figure 4). The experiment’s software

was custom written in C++ using the OpenGL and VRJuggler libraries.

Participants stood during the experiment, and interacted with a mouse rested

on a podium (Ball et al., 2007) that was positioned in the center of the 16 active

monitors (see Figure 4), and adjusted to suit the user’s height.

For the desktop style interface, windows appeared the same as they would on

a standard Linux desktop. To move the window the cursor had to be positioned at

the title bar (20 pixels wide), and to resize the window the cursor had to be posi-

tioned at its border (5 pixels wide). For the manipulation layer, the interface was

as described in the previous section. Both interfaces employed the standard cur-

sor gain increase: 1x for fine movements, 2x for coarse movements. This allowed

users to traverse the display without having to reposition (clutch) the mouse.

5.1.3 Procedure

Each participant performed one task (e.g., move) and then the other (e.g., resize)

with one interface (e.g., desktop style), and then performed the tasks in the same

order with the other interface (e.g., manipulation layer). For each combination of

task and interface, a participant performed five blocks of 16 trials. At the start

of each combination, the participant was given a short amount of time to become
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familiar with both the interface and task. Participants were given a 30 second

rest between blocks, and a two minute rest between conditions. Overall, each

participant took approximately one hour to complete the experiment.

To begin a trial for the move task, a participant started with the cursor in the

center of the 16 monitor display. After a delay of two seconds, the trial started.

A window (1600 x 1200 pixels in size) appeared, as well as a destination that

was 2400 pixels away from the window, indicating where the window should be

moved to (see Figure 4(a)). The destination had a tolerance of 120 pixels (i.e. it

was 240 pixels higher and wider than the window).

At the start of each trial the center of the window was placed 1200 pixels from

the center of the display. The same 16 starting positions, evenly distributed around

the center, were used for every block of trials, but the order in which they were

used was randomized and seeded differently for each participant.

To complete a trial, a participant had to select and then move the window

until it was totally contained within the destination outline. When the task was

complete, the trial ended and the window and outline disappeared, ready to start

the next trial.

The resize task trials were performed in the same way as the move task, but

rather than move the window, one corner was dragged to increase the window

size. The destination outline was drawn as an extension of the window to show

which corner needed to be extended, and by how much (see Figure 4(b)). In the

resize trials, the corner of the window to be manipulated was placed 1200 pixels

from the center, making the distance the same for each trial.
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Each trial could be split into four stages:

1. Find Target - From the window appearing until the participant moved the

mouse.

2. Select Target - From moving the mouse until the window was selected.

3. Find Destination - From selecting the window until the participant moved

the mouse again.

4. Reach Destination - From moving the mouse until the window was released

at the destination.

Stages 2 and 4 were expected to account for most of the time participants took

to perform a trial, and for both of these a Fitts’ law index of difficulty (ID) was

calculated using the Shannon formulation (Soukoreff & MacKenzie, 2004) (see

Table 2). The ID is based on the distance to, and width of a target. The higher the

ID, the more difficult it is to select a target (and the more time required to select

it).

Based on the index of difficulties, we hypothesized that the manipulation layer

interface would be faster overall for both the move and resize tasks. Also, that

most of the difference would occur in the select target stage, because that was

where the ID for the manipulation layer interface was lower. While it is clear that

the target sizes are much larger for the manipulation layer, it is unclear whether

the transparent target areas, and learning how to use it, will be detrimental to

performance.
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5.2 Results

Any trial where the participant failed at the first attempt to select the appropriate

part of the window, or place the window within the outline area, was classed as an

error, and excluded from the analyzes reported below. The maximum error rate

recorded by one participant was 15.0%, with an average across all participants of

6.3%. Error rates were examined for each interface, the desktop style interface

had an average error rate of 10.6% and the manipulation layer interface had an

average error rate of 2.0%.

Participants’ overall performance was analyzed using a mixed factorial anal-

ysis of variance (ANOVA) that treated the interface, task and block number as

repeated measures, and the order in which the interface were used and tasks per-

formed as between participants factors. This showed that participants performed

the tasks significantly faster as the blocks progressed (F(4, 16) = 5.74, p=.005),

although in percentage terms the performance improvement from Block 1 to 5

was small (less than 7% for each combination of interface and task). Participants

performed the tasks significantly faster with the manipulation layer interface than

the desktop interface (F(1, 4) = 78.14, p=.001), and performed the move task

significantly faster than the resize task (F(1, 4) = 41.84, p=.003).

Our interest centers on participants’ trained performance, once they were

familiar with the interfaces and interacting on a Powerwall. For this, partici-

pants’ mean performance in Blocks 4 and 5 was analyzed using mixed factorial

ANOVAs, treating the interface and task as repeated measures. The order in which
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the interfaces were used and tasks performed were treated as between participant

factors. Separate ANOVAs were used to analyze the times for the select target

and reach destination stages of the task (see above). In neither ANOVA did the

interface order or task order significantly affect performance, and there were no

significant interactions.

Participants selected the window significantly faster with the manipulation

layer interface than the desktop interface (F(1, 4) = 160.95, p<.001), and per-

formed the move task significantly quicker than the resize task (F(1, 4) = 37.77,

p=.004) (see Figure 5). For movement to the destination, there was not a signifi-

cance difference between the interfaces (F(1, 4) = 0.92, p=.39) or tasks (F(1, 4)

= 2.45, p=.19) (see Figure 5).

5.3 Discussion

Overall, participants performed window move and resize tasks significantly faster

on the Powerwall with the manipulation layer than with a conventional desktop

style interface, in agreement with our hypothesis. In percentage terms, moving a

window took place 24% faster, and resizing took place 27% faster. The results

also show that users reached a trained level of performance after only 48 trials,

equating to approximately 9 minutes of use.

The results from the trained data show that, as Fitts’ Law predicts, the differ-

ence between the manipulation layer and desktop interfaces occurred in the time

taken to select a window rather than resize or move it to a new destination. This

also matches our hypothesis.
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6 Experiment 2: Power Lens

A within-participants design was used to compare the Power-Lens interface against

an unaided desktop style interface for a data manipulation task on the Powerwall.

Users performed a drag-and-drop task (similar to Chung (Chung, 2009)) with

target sizes of 5x5 and 20x20 pixels representing the items of data. This corre-

sponded with the narrowest width of the target regions in the move and resize tasks

for desktop style interaction in Experiment 1. Similar experiments have used tar-

get sizes of 1 to 8 pixels (Ramos et al., 2007) and 4 to 32 pixels (Forlines, 2005).

The order in which participants used the interfaces and the two target sizes was

counterbalanced.

6.1 Method

6.1.1 Participants

The study was performed using eight participants. Six were male and two were

female, their age ranged from 18 to 39 years (M = 26.3), with between 8 and 25

years of computer use (M = 14.9). All participants were right handed and none

were affected by color blindness. Each was paid £7 (roughly US$10) since the

experiment took slightly longer to complete than Experiment 1.

6.1.2 Materials

The experiment was run with exactly the same hardware configuration as Ex-

periment 1. For the desktop style interface, participants had to select the target
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unaided. For the Power-Lens interface, participants had to use the lens described

above.

6.1.3 Procedure

Each participant interacted with one target size (e.g., 20 pixels) first and then the

other (e.g., 5 pixels) with one interface (e.g., unaided), and then performed the

tasks in the same order with the other interface (e.g., Power-Lens). For each com-

bination of task and interface, a participant performed five blocks of 16 trials. At

the start of each combination, the participant was given a short amount of time to

become familiar with both the interface and target size. Participants were given a

30 second rest between blocks, and a two minute rest between conditions. Over-

all, each participant took approximately one hour and twenty minutes to complete

the experiment.

Each trial involved the same general procedure as the move task in Experiment

1. First, a participant moved to the center of the display, on top of a 4000x4000

pixel window containing a static image of a street map taken from a near by city

(see Figure 6), increasing the realism of the task for a visualization application.

After a two second delay, a yellow target (5x5 or 20x20 pixels) was drawn 1200

pixels away from the center of the display. As in Experiment 1, the same 16

starting positions, evenly distributed around the circle, were used for every block

of trials. Again, the order in which they were used was randomized and seeded

differently for each participant. To complete the task, the participant had to select

the target (causing it to turn green in color) and drag it to a destination box. The
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destination had a tolerance of five pixels for both target sizes, measuring 15x15

pixels for the 5 pixel target, and 30x30 pixels for the 20 pixel target.

As in Experiment 1, each trial could be split into four stages. Again, the select

target and reach destination stages were expected to account for most of the time

participants took to perform a trial. Table 3 shows the Index of difficulty for both

sections for all four conditions.

Our hypotheses were that the Power-Lens will significantly improve interac-

tion, and will have a greater effect when used with the smaller (5 pixel) target.

6.2 Results

To remain consistent with the first experiment, any trial where the participant

missed the target, or failed to release it correctly at the destination, was considered

an error, and excluded from the analysis reported below. The maximum error rate

recorded by any one participant was 6.6%, with an average across all participants

of 3.8%. Error rates were examined for each interface, the unaided interface had

an average error rate of 4.4% and the Power-Lens interface had an average error

rate of 3.2%.

Participants’ overall performance was analyzed using a mixed factorial ANOVA,

which used the same factors as in Experiment 1. There was no significant change

in performance as the blocks progressed (F(1, 4) = 2.49, p=.09). However, partic-

ipants performed the tasks significantly faster with the Power-Lens than with the

desktop interface (F(1, 4) = 22.66, p=.01), and performed the task faster with the

20 pixel target than the 5 pixel target (F(1, 4) = 16.02, p=.02).
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As in Experiment 1, interest centered on participants’ trained performance,

for which the data from Blocks 4 and 5 were analyzed using the same types of

mixed factorial ANOVAs as Experiment 1. Participants selected the target sig-

nificantly faster with the Power-Lens than with the desktop interface (F(1, 4) =

10.14, p=.03), and performed significantly quicker with the 5 pixel target than

the 20 pixel target (F(1, 4) = 31.79, p=.01) (see Figure 7). There was a signif-

icant interaction between interface and task (F(1, 4) = 9.73, p=.04), because the

Power-Lens was faster than the unaided approach for the 5 pixel target, but there

was little difference between the two interfaces for the 20 pixel target. For the time

to reach the destination, there was no significance between the interfaces (F(1, 4)

= 0.83, p=.41) or tasks (F(1, 4) = 0.12, p=.92) (see Figure 7).

6.3 Discussion

Overall, participants performed the task faster with the Power-Lens than with the

desktop interface, matching our hypothesis. The results, however, show that the

Power-Lens did not improve performance for the 20 pixel target. This indicates

that the Power-Lens is only beneficial for high precision interaction.

The lack of significant improvement between the Power-Lens and unaided

approach for movement to the destination suggests that the Power-Lens does not

improve performance for 10 pixel targets. This also matches our hypothesis, and

further concludes that the Power-Lens is suited to targets of 5 pixels or smaller,

where the time difference between the two interfaces was 18%.

Verbal feedback, common amongst most participants, was that when using the
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desktop interface, interacting with the 5 pixel target caused users to strain their

eyes and feel the effects of fatigue. The Power-Lens made it much easier for

participants to see the target, and this benefit would increase if a Powerwall was

used for hours of real work rather than a sequence of short experimental trials.

7 Conclusion

The aim of this research was to speed up interaction with both window data and

the windows themselves on a Powerwall display. This was achieved by developing

the manipulation layer for window manipulation, and the Power-Lens for precise

target selection.

The manipulation layer increased target sizes by up to a factor of 80, reducing

the time taken to select the target regions for moving and resizing a window. Ex-

perimental results found both tasks to be faster when using the manipulation layer,

which would benefit any multi-window application running on a Powerwall.

The Power-Lens automatically magnified targets located at the region of inter-

est. Results showed that the lens speeded up selection for small (5 pixel) targets,

making it particularly beneficial to Powerwall applications that display very large

amounts of data, which is what they are designed for.

Both the manipulation layer and the Power-Lens were implemented at the win-

dow manager level, which means they work automatically with any application,

without it having to be modified. Finally, our recent field studies show that, when

Powerwalls are used for visualization applications, users adjust what is shown on

the display every few minutes and over the course of an hour hundreds of different
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selection actions are sometimes made (e.g., to move windows, adjust parameters

and select data). Our new interaction techniques typically make each selection

1 second faster, not only saving a substantial amount of time, but also making

interaction more fluid as a whole.
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Table 1: Classification of lens implementations. Cursor = Cursor-tracked; Manual
= Manually Activated; N/A indicates information that is not available.

Lens Citation Projection Position When
lens
appears

Semi-
transparent

Furnas (Furnas, 1986) Fisheye N/A N/A N/A
Speed Cou-
pled Flatten-
ing

(Gutwin, 2002) Fisheye Cursor Permanent No

Steering Lens (Gutwin &
Skopik, 2003)

Fisheye Cursor Permanent No

Idelix Lens (Carpendale et
al., 2004)

Fisheye Stationary Permanent No

Ring (Appert et al.,
2010)

Fisheye Stationary Permanent No

Fisheye Menu (Bederson, 2000) Fisheye Cursor Permanent No
Zoom-and-
Pick

(Forlines, 2005) Fisheye Cursor Permanent No

Key (Appert et al.,
2010)

Fisheye Cursor Permanent No

Speed (Appert et al.,
2010)

Fisheye Cursor Permanent No

Trailing Lens (Ramos et al.,
2007)

Linear Cursor Permanent Yes

Offset Lenses (Darling et al.,
2004)

Linear Cursor Permanent No

Blending (Pietriga & Ap-
pert, 2008)

Linear Cursor Permanent Variable

Speed-
Coupled
Blending

(Pietriga & Ap-
pert, 2008)

Linear Cursor Permanent Variable

Pressure Acti-
vated

(Ramos et al.,
2007)

Linear Stationary Manual Yes

DragMag (Ware & Lewis,
1995)

Linear Stationary Permanent No

Magic Lens (Bier et al., 1993) Linear Stationary Permanent Yes
Transparent
Lens

(Cox et al., 1998) Linear Stationary Permanent Yes

Power-Lens Linear Stationary Automatic Yes
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Stage/task Interface
Desktop Manipulation layer

2. Select (Move task) W:20 ID:5.93 W:400 ID:2.0
2. Select (Resize task) W:5 ID:7.91 W:400 ID:2.0
4. Reach Destination (Both tasks) W:240 ID:3.46

Table 2: The Index of Difficulty (ID) for each condition of Experiment 1, calculated
from the width (W) of the target and the distance moved (1200 pixels for
selection vs. 2400 pixels for movement to the destination).

Stage/task Interface
Desktop Power-Lens

2. Select (20 pixels) W:20 ID:5.93 W:134 ID:3.32
2. Select (5 pixels) W:5 ID:7.91 W:33.5 ID:5.2
4. Reach Destination (Both tasks) W:10 ID:7.91 W:67 ID:5.2

Table 3: The Index of Difficulty (ID) for each condition of Experiment 2, calculated
from the width (W) of the target and the distance moved (1200 pixels for
selection vs. 2400 pixels for movement to the destination).
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FIGURE 1: A 54 million pixel Powerwall made of 28 x 20-inch TFT monitors. The
wall measures 3.02m by 1.32m.

(a) A desktop window (b) The manipulation layer

FIGURE 2: (a) Move and resizing on a standard window. The move area and resize
border are only 20 and 5 pixels thick, respectively. (b) The manipu-
lation layer. The resize areas extend 400 pixels from the edge of the
window. The move area fills the space in the middle, which is 800 x 400
pixels for window that occupies one whole monitor (the smallest sized
window used in the Powerwall applications we have built). The layer is
fully transparent to the user, and highlighting is only used for illustra-
tive purposes.
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 3: The Power Lens used on a cluttered graph. In this example, the user
wants to select Node 27. (a) The user moves the cursor quickly toward
node 27, so the lens is inactive. (b) The user slows the cursor as they ap-
proach node 27, so the lens automatically appears. (c) The lens appears
on top of the magnified Node 27. If necessary the user may adjust the
cursor position by moving it freely within the lens.
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(a) The move task (b) The resize task

FIGURE 4: The starting positioning of the window and destination outline for (a)
the move task and (b) the resize task.
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 Manip-Layer Interface - Move Task
 Manip-Layer Interface - Resize Task

FIGURE 5: Experiment 1 - The mean time taken in blocks 4 & 5 to select the window
and move/resize it to the destination. Error bars show the standard
error of the mean.
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FIGURE 6: A participant performing the data manipulation task on the Powerwall.
The participant has reached the target and the lens has been activated,
presenting a magnified target to select.
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FIGURE 7: Experiment 2 - The mean time taken in blocks 4 & 5 to select the target
and move it to the destination. Error bars show the standard error of
the mean.
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